NAVSUP WSS Highlights

• U.S. Navy’s Program Support Inventory Control Point

• One command operating in three separate locations
  • Aviation Support (Philadelphia, PA)
  • Maritime Support (Mechanicsburg, PA)
  • Transportation & Distribution and Cost Analysis Support (Norfolk, VA)

• Large business enterprise with a combined $5.2B in sales

NAVSUP WSS Mission: To provide our Navy, Marine Corps, Joint and Allied Forces with program and supply support for the weapon systems that keep our Naval forces mission ready.
Overview

Performance-to-Plan
- SECDEF Memo (17 Sep 2018)
- Road to 341
- Readiness Recovery Efforts

Strategic Supplier Management
- Strategic Industry Engagements
- Partnerships / Collaboration

Turning Ideas into Efforts
- Deck Plate Contributions
### NAVSUP Performance-to-Plan Overview

**P2P Naval Aviation Enterprise**  
Goal: 341 Mission Capable F/A-18

**P2P Naval Shipyard**  
Goal: Improve shipyard planning, forecasting, and execution

**P2P Surface Warfare Enterprise**  
Goal: Improve performance of DDG 51 class CNO Maintenance Availability execution with focus on two Performance to Plan outcome metrics: schedule adherence and material condition

**P2P Undersea Enterprise**  
Goal: Achieve the Submarine Response Plan (SRP) goals with surge-ready SSNs that meet targets for number, timeliness, and combat readiness

---

**Hardware Systems Commands**

**Maintenance Communities**

---

Supply Support Across All Enterprises
Strengthening senior-level partnerships through IWST communication

Utilizing scorecards to share holistic metrics and performance regularly with suppliers

Improving performance and uncovered gaps in processes through escalation

Piloting contract execution to improve and synthesize performance data

Strategic Management Supplier and Contract Execution are key initiatives to increase supplier accountability
Significant improvements have been made thanks to the ideas, innovations and efforts of team members across the enterprise!

- CVN IWST members reduced process times and increased the fill rate
- Digital Accelerator turning good ideas into reality, including ContractsPro program
- PR Checklist standardized the purchase requisition process
- SSM team researched IUID disagreement between suppliers
- Contracting team helped reduce administrative lead time (ALT) by almost 6 days
- Nuclear team developing a tool to improve materiel status collection and reporting
DELIVERING COMBAT CAPABILITY THROUGH LOGISTICS

The operating forces are “the main thing”

CUSTOMER FOCUSED ... INNOVATIVE ... EFFICIENT

Questions?